
Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim: ”Civil peace requires a courageous and articular
decision and a community cover”

Topics related to the post-Daash phase dominated the majority of conversations and discussions

that took place during Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim‘s meeting with chiefs of clans and tribes at

Baghdad Dewan Saturday, 23/07/2016, plus the necessity to relay on social solutions that will

be carried out on field, because ISIS is a social fracture, not a criminal case.

\r\n

chairman of the Islamic Supreme Council of Iraq, stressed the need for civil peace, that

requires a courageous and articular decision with a community cover, shouldering leaders of

clans and tribes the responsibility to restore community cohesion and providing covers for the

decisions that aims to save Iraq and to stop bloodshed of Iraqi people, reminding that the

proposals of civil peace over the past years were ignored, however today it proved being

realistic solutions if were implemented at that time, we wouldn’t reach what we are suffering

today, adding, but we have to understand that the political solution to the Iraqi crisis is a

community solution, whether we implemented it today or waited for the coming years with the

continuation of bloodshed, stressing that the internal conflict is a struggle of attrition on

all without a winner.

\r\n

His eminence talked about the security and political aspects of Iraq, noting that terrorism is

about to depart broken from Iraq, and Mosul is the last confrontation, pointing out that the

fight after the Mosul battle will be security and intelligence battle, therefore we must bring

the Inverse proportionality between intelligence capabilities and terrorist operations,

whenever the first increases the second decreases, indicating that the political situation in

Iraq is moving towards gathering the political blocs of each component in a non-biased

political bloc, plus assembling the Board of Policies for the country\'s leaders to pass laws

and move the political wheel in Iraq that moves the economic and social wheel, affirming that

reformations is a right goal that require means, and these means should correlate to the good

nature of reforms, and no reformations can be achieved using corrupted means, calling to avoid

negative generalizations, especially in corruption, because not all are thieves and not

everyone is honest, the final word is by the law, and if this law has gaps allowing thieves to

escape, we must address these laws and stop cursing the darkness, stressing to end proxy

employment in administration positions, through opening positions for all basing on honesty and

competence.

\r\n

In respect of his eminence’s regional visits, including the neighboring countries, Sayyid Ammar



Al-Hakim indicated that these visits had explained the reality of Iraq and that Iraq will exit

strong after the defeat of the terrorist ISIS, and it is not in the interest of any country to

be antagonize Iraq and the people of Iraq, pointing to the importance of this reach out even if

it resulted in accusations and projections which have no value comparing to any action for

serving Iraq and preventing the bloodshed of Iraqi people.

\r\n

His Eminence stressed the importance of preparing for the Battle of Mosul, praising the efforts

of the Iraqi tribes fighting against terrorism, including the tribes of Balad district,

indicating that Baghdad belt (outskirts) must be cleared from bastions of ISIS, and it is a

fact in the mind of the security leaders, but security priorities determine the time and

location of the military operation.


